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Depositit Receives Thumbs Up From Computing Which?  

For The Second Year In A Row 
 
 

In November 2004 Computing Which? carried out tests on behalf of one of their readers to 

discover the most secure and simple methods available for backing up computer files.  Their 

results concluded Depositit’s online data backup service to be their solution of choice and one year 

later they have recommended Depositit again. 

 

Which? is the highly respected consumer rights organisation that amongst many things 

independently reviews products and services in order to protect consumers and their rights. 

 

In 2004 Computing Which? reviewed a number of online data backup companies and selected 

Depositit as their first choice in automatically safe guarding computer files. Recently they 

produced an Easy Use PC Guide, which once again highlights Depositit as the solution to use. 

 

The Easy Use PC Guide provides advice on day to day requirements of using a computer, from 

setting it up to protecting the information created on it and within the section on Protecting Your 

PC, the importance of backing up was highlighted with choices available to back up manually 

using external hardware or media devices or to use an automated online solution, whereby 

Depositit was suggested. 

 

“This is great news,” said Anthony Ryb, Marketing Director for Depositit. “As we rely on our 

computers more and more, the importance of making regular backup copies of our files is more 

important than ever. To have Which? highlight this and suggest Depositit’s online backup as the 

easy option is very encouraging”.  

 

In the original review Computing Which? evaluated online backup solutions after a reader wrote in 

asking for their recommendation on the most simple and secure way of backing up and storing 

computer files off-site.  The reader had experienced a computer crash and lost important 

information, so was keen to put in place a solution that would prevent this from occurring again. 
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Computing Which? advised using an online data backup solution as they felt these offered the 

quickest and easiest way of carrying out backups, especially when used with a broadband 

connection.  Such services work by automatically transferring selected files over a secure Internet 

connection and storing them safely in secure data centres, where the information is instantly 

available for retrieval at any time in the case of an emergency. 

 

They found Depositit’s registration and installation process quick and easy to carry out, and felt 

the backup and restore process was very simple too.  In addition to ease of use, Depositit’s prices 

were very reasonable. 

 

For further information, please visit: http://www.depositit.com  

 

Anthony Ryb can be contacted at: anthony@depositit.com or Phone: 0845 1200 510  

 

 

 

 


